We have investigated the glass transitions of trihydric alcohols using broadband dielectric spectroscopy, and compare the results with those previously reported for sugar alcohols. Although a systematic glass transition feature related to molecular size has been reported for sugar alcohols, the essential factor governing this feature is still unclear because the number of carbon atoms (N C ) and the number of OH groups (N OH ) per molecule are identical in sugar alcohols. By examining trihydric alcohols (N C = N OH ), we conclude that N OH is dominant for the characteristics of the slow dynamics, such as fragility and glass transition temperature. This result suggests that the topological structure of the hydrogen-bonding network (coordination number) plays an important role in the glass transition of polyhydric alcohols. Furthermore, the orientational correlation factor evaluated using the Kirkwood-Fröhlich theory reveals a similarity in hydrogen bond formation among a variety of polyhydric alcohols. Based on these two experimental results, we discuss a possible physical picture of the glass transition of polyhydric alcohols.
I. INTRODUCTION
The glass transition is currently one of the most discussed problems in condensed matter physics. Generally, in the supercooled state, which is the precursor to the glass transition, the structural relaxation time lengthens dramatically and eventually exceeds the time scale of experimental observation at the glass transition temperature T g . Despite considerable experimental and theoretical effort, the mechanism of this "slowing down" is still unclear [1, 2] .
Since molecular dynamics are dominated by strong cooperativity in the supercooled state, the exact theoretical description from the first principle does not appear in the literature. Consequently, there is no microscopic understanding of the origin of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law, slow relaxation, dynamic crossovers, and other effects of glass transition. For this reason, an efficient approximation or coarse-grained model, which extracts the essential nature of the glass transition, needs to be found. Therefore, systematic experimental investigations are required to clarify the dominant parameter or pattern which produces the characteristic slowing down of the structural relaxation.
The temperature dependence of the relaxation time in the supercooled state is often characterized by fragility [3] and T g , and the link between these quantities and chemical structure has been discussed for a long time [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In polymeric materials, Kunal et al. have found the qualitative relation between fragility and T g and stiffness of chain: Fragility is dominated by relative flexibility of the side group compared to flexibility of the backbone, whereas T g depends primarily on the backbone flexibility and the side group bulkiness [5] . For low-molecular weight molecules, on the other hand, León et al. have reported that the fragility and T g of the propylene glycol oligomer systematically increase with an increasing degree of polymerization [6] . Such a systematic change in fragility and T g is also known for smaller molecules, such as sugar alcohols. A sugar alcohol molecule is composed of a * nakanishi@dielectrics.sci.hokudai.ac.jp linear carbon backbone chain and OH groups attached to each carbon atom (Fig. 1) . It has been reported that sugar alcohols exhibit systematic increases in fragility and T g with increasing chain length [7] [8] [9] .
When one discusses such a systematic trend, molecular weight (or an equivalent quantity, such as degree of polymerization and chain length) is most frequently chosen as the independent variable. However, molecular weight is often coupled with other quantities. For example, in the case of sugar alcohols the number of OH groups per molecule is proportional to the molecular weight, and in propylene glycol oligomers the number of ether bonds, the acceptors of hydrogen bonding, is also proportional to the molecular weight. Nevertheless, it has not been determined whether either of these quantities actually affects the glass transition behavior. Thus the dominant parameter determining the systematic trends in glass transition behavior remains unclear.
The dominant parameter is an essential piece of information for the construction of a coarse-grained model of the glass transition. Based on the experimental results for sugar alcohols mentioned previously, one can suggest two possible candidates for the dominant parameter; the number of carbon atoms in the main chain (N C ) and the number of OH groups (N OH ). The former can be related to the excluded volume as discussed in the free-volume model [10] , whereas the latter is related to the number of connecting sites per molecule or, equivalently, to the topological structure of the hydrogen-bonding network [11] .
In this paper, the glass transition behaviors for several polyhydric alcohols (Fig. 1 ) are compared systematically, and the parameter which dominates fragility and T g are discussed based on their molecular structure. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , N C = N OH for sugar alcohols, while for trihydric alcohols N OH = 3 and N C = N OH except for glycerol. Therefore, it is possible to determine which of N C and N OH is dominant for glass transition behavior. The trihydric alcohols with N C = 3 through 7 are examined here [12] . Their properties are also compared with the previously reported results for sugar alcohols, DL-threitol, xylitol, and D-sorbitol [9] . The values of N C and N OH of these materials are listed in Table I . 
II. EXPERIMENT
Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) measurements covering 14 decades of frequency were carried out using three instruments: a self-made time-domain spectrometer (10 −6 -10 −1 Hz), a self-made ac phase analyzer (10 −2 -10 3 Hz), and an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A: 10 2 -10 8 Hz). Details of the experimental setup have already been described elsewhere [11, 13] . Our samples of trihydric alcohols were obtained from several sources. The 97% 1,2,6-hexanetriol and the 98.5% glycerol were purchased from Merck KGaA and the Kishida Chemical Co., Ltd., respectively. The 97% 1,2,4-butanetriol, 80% 3-methyl-1,3,5-pentanetriol (3MPT), and 95% 1,2,7-heptanetriol were purchased from the Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
For sorbitol and xylitol, density was measured using a pycnometer, and the refractive index was measured using a commercial refractometer (RX-5000α, ATAGO Co., Ltd.). These measurements were carried out in order to evaluate the Kirkwood-Fröhlich orientational correlation factor, because sorbitol and xylitol are solid at room temperature and no values in the supercooled state are available in the literature [14] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The shapes of the dielectric spectra for the trihydric alcohols are very similar to each other. As a representative of them, spectra of heptanetriol at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 2 . In each spectrum, a primary relaxation (α relaxation) accompanied by an excess wing on its high-frequency flank is observed, as shown in hexanetriol [11] and glycerol [15] . These spectra can be reproduced by the superposition of a HavriliakNegami (HN) function [16] and a Cole-Cole function [17] for the α relaxation and excess wing, respectively. To discuss the spectral shape of the α relaxation, stretch exponents of the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function (β KWW ) [18] are calculated from the parameters of the HN function using the transformation equation presented in Ref [19] . Thus calculated values of β KWW at T g are listed in Table I . As can be recognized from these values, trihydric alcohols and sugar alcohols exhibit non-Debye features around T g .
In Fig. 3 , the peak frequencies of α relaxation of the trihydric alcohols are plotted against reciprocal temperature, together with the previously reported data for threitol, xylitol, TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the VFT equation and several characteristic quantities for trihydric alcohols and sugar alcohols [9] . β KWW (T g ) is KWW exponent at T g . ρ and RI stand for density and refractive index, respectively. and sorbitol [9] . All the loci for the trihydric alcohols are close to each other, and their curvatures are smaller than those of sugar alcohols. These data can be reproduced by a VFT equation, f max = f 0 exp[−B/(T − T 0 )], where f max is the peak frequency, T is temperature, and f 0 , B, and T 0 are fitting parameters. The results of least-squares fitting are shown as solid curves in Fig. 3 , and the fitting parameters obtained are listed in Table I . Herein the glass transition temperature T g is defined as the temperature at which f max =10 −2 Hz, and it can be calculated from the VFT parameters. The fragility m can also be calculated from the VFT equation, according to
The values of T g and m are also listed in Table I .
To compare the glass transition behavior between trihydric alcohols and sugar alcohols, m, T g , and T 0 are plotted against N C and N OH in Fig. 4 . As reported in previous works [7] [8] [9] , all three parameters for sugar alcohols show a strong dependence on both N C and N OH (filled symbols). However, since N C = N OH for sugar alcohols, the figures are identical and it is impossible to separate the effects of the two parameters. For trihydric alcohols, on the other hand, N OH is fixed at 3, and N C is gradually varied from 3 to 7 (open symbols). Thus distinct contributions from N C become apparent. As can been seen in Fig. 4(b) , m shows only a weak N C dependence compared to N OH . As a result, all m of trihydric alcohols are gathered around 60 ± 10. Therefore, we conclude that N OH is more dominant for fragility rather than N C . This can also be recognized as a systematic trend against N OH in Fig. 4(a) . The same trend is also found in T g and T 0 , especially more clearly in T g . Two characteristic temperatures, T g and T 0 , are practically constant against N C [ Fig. 4(d)] . As a result, T g and T 0 systematically increase with increasing N OH [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Thus, we again conclude that N OH is more dominant for T g and T 0 than N C .
Generally, fragility and T g are discussed as characteristic values of the temperature dependence of structural relaxation time. From the present comparison between sugar alcohols and trihydric alcohols, it is strongly suggested that the glass transition behavior of polyhydric alcohols is mainly dominated by N OH rather than by N C . Despite heptanetriol having more than twice the molecular weight of glycerol, the values of m and T g for the two alcohols are very close to each other. Therefore, it can be concluded that the size of the molecules has a relatively small effect on the glass transition behavior of polyhydric alcohols. This is consistent with the experimental result that for propylene glycol oligomer at elevated pressure, the presence of hydrogen bonding reduces the volume effect [20] .
In a hydrogen-bonding liquid, the carbon backbone chain and its OH groups form a hydrogen-bonding network. Chelli et al. have performed a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation for glycerol. They reported that there are large clusters of glycerol molecules connected through hydrogen bonds, and that the lifetime of these clusters is strongly correlated with diffusion time [21] . On the basis of this network picture, our experimental result suggests that the topology of the hydrogen-bonding network (coordination number) plays a key role in the glass transition of a hydrogen-bonding liquid. In the hydrogen-bonding network, polyhydric alcohol molecules can be regarded as nodes of the network, and OH groups attached to the backbone chain form links to neighboring molecules, according to a certain probability.
The importance of the role of N OH is supported by two previously reported experimental results. First, fragility and T g for an ethylene glycol-water mixture are approximately insensitive to the mixing rate [22] . This can be attributed to the similarity of topological network structures, because both ethylene glycol and water have N OH = 2. Second, it is reported that mixing water into sugar alcohols, such as sorbitol (N OH = 6) and xylitol (N OH = 5), causes a significant plasticizer effect, where fragility and T g are decreased as the concentration of water is increased [23, 24] . This can be attributed to the fact that the water (with N OH = 2) decreases the mean coordination number of the network.
Such a network feature has been often discussed in covalent network glasses. For example, in the ternary system Ge-As-Se, the value of T g depends only on the coordination number and is independent of composition [25, 26] . This implies the importance of topological structure. Although such composition dependence of coordination number is frequently discussed for covalent network glasses, the temperature dependence is rarely discussed. On the other hand, in hydrogen-bondingnetwork glasses, the probability for hydrogen-bonding formation depends significantly on temperature, as shown by MD simulation [21] . Therefore, the mean coordination number of a hydrogen-bonding molecule is also dependent on temperature, and cannot be fixed at any given value.
To evaluate the hydrogen-bond formation, the orientational correlation of OH groups is estimated using the Kirkwood-Fröhlich theory [27, 28] :
, where μ 0 is the isolated dipole moment, ε s is the static dielectric constant, ε ∞ is the high-frequency limit of the dielectric constant, n is the number density of dipole moments, ε 0 is the dielectric constant of the vacuum, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The factor g = (1 + z cos θ ) is called the orientational correlation factor. This expresses the orientational correlation between a particular dipole moment and its z neighbors. For g > 1 dipoles prefer to lie parallel, while for g<1 they lie antiparallel. Usually, the dipole moment of the whole molecule is chosen as the unit dipole moment, μ 0 , and it is evaluated from the dielectric constant in the gas phase. However, for the polyhydric alcohols, the dipole moment of the whole molecule is not applicable because each OH group can rotate individually. For this reason, the dipole moment of an OH group (rather than the whole molecule) is chosen as μ 0 . Then, g indicates the orientational correlation between OH groups. When two OH groups form a hydrogen bond, they have a value of g within a certain range, indicating parallel orientation. Therefore, the orientational correlation factor g with respect to the OH group reflects the formation of hydrogen bonds [11] . In this paper μ 0 =1.69 D is used for the dipole moment of an OH group [29] . The values of ε ∞ are calculated from the square of the refractive index. The values of density and refractive index used are listed in Table I . It should be noted that a mismatch between ε ∞ and the square of the refractive index is pointed out in Debye-type liquids, such as monohydric alcohols and secondary amides [32] . However, the materials examined in the present study are not classified as Debye-type liquids, although they are classified as alcohols. Sugar alcohols and trihydric alcohols are polyhydric alcohols and not monohydric alcohols. As can be recognized from the values of β KWW listed in Table I , these materials exhibit significant non-Debye spectral shape at ∼T g . Furthermore, all values of m satisfy the relation between m vs β KWW proposed in Ref. [4] (220 − 320β KWW < m < 280 − 320β KWW ).
In Fig. 5 , the OH group orientational correlation factors for various polyhydric alcohols are plotted against temperature. It can be seen that all loci are very close and that the values of g increase with decreasing temperature. From these results, we suggest that the probability for hydrogen-bond formation is approximately identical for these polyhydric alcohols, and that hydrogen-bond formation becomes more probable with decreasing temperature.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In our investigation, we have derived two results from the dynamic and static quantities obtained by BDS. From the former, we found that the temperature dependence of the relaxation time is strongly dependent on the number of OH groups per molecule, while molecular size has only a weak effect. From the latter, we suggest that the response of hydrogen bonding to decreasing temperature is similar among a variety of polyhydric alcohols. Based on these two experimental results, we speculate that the relaxation dynamics of supercooled polyhydric alcohols can be described by a network composed of nodes having N OH connecting sites and bonds with a temperature-dependent connection probability.
